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Abstract— The Paper propose two steganography algorithm 

based on F5 technique and PVD (Pixel Value Difference) 

Technique. In F5 algorithm Data to be hidden inside cover 

image, since binary images may distorted by noise and 

texture so morphological processing is used to remove such 

distortion. In PVD Technique, Difference between two 

consecutive pixels is calculated and the particular value is 

replaced with the new difference value which depends on 

width range. More data can be hide in edge area compared to 

smooth area since human eye can visualized minor change in 

smooth area. Finally Comparing both F5 and PVD technique 

in terms of MSE and PSNR Parameters. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In a world of technology, data communication over digital 

media is insecure.so if one can distinguished data hidden 

within any media then it’s easy to crack the data, this leads to 

use more secure algorithm probability algorithm that does not 

make sense about hidden data, leads to implementing 

steganography to ensure secure data transfer [1]. 

Steganography is an art of hiding the information. In 

steganography data is hidden within cover image so one could 

not identifies any message since it’s hidden inside cover 

image.Problem with cryptographic algorithm is that 

encrypted message is visible to world. Main aspect of 

cryptography is that information is somehow distorted, while 

steganography deals with hidden message so that only sender 

and receiver knows about the message. Cryptography 

generally protects message contents while steganography 

hides both message and contents. Steganography also 

removes unwanted attention coming to the hidden message. 

By combining steganography with cryptography, one can 

achieve better security [1]. 

Hiding information into binary image is important 

method. Since human eye can detect if there is any change in 

any region of image if there is sudden change while if minor 

change in pixel value can lead towards better results since 

human eye can detect changes easily in smoother area, which 

is area into which there is no sudden change in intensity 

compared to area with has sudden change called as edge area, 

so it’s more safe to hide data in edge area compared to smooth 

area. 

A. Steganography Techniques 

B. Physical steganography    

Many years ago Physical Steganography is widely used. 

People used carbon paper to hide information, into which 

information is written on carbon paper, which is invisible 

actual message that has been written on paper attached with 

carbon paper so that actual information is hidden from 

another people, visible only to intended user   

C. Digital Steganography 

Digital Steganography helps to hide data within cover image 

without any suspension to unwanted users.in digital 

steganography data may be hidden to edge of image or 

changing pixel value leads towards better data hiding.F5 and 

PVD Algorithm is used for its high PSNR which leads 

towards better image quality 

II. IMPORTANT TERMINOLOGIES 

Following are the important terms for Steganographic 

algorithm 

1) Image: A Group of pixel with exam pixel has intensity 

values varies from o to 255. 

2) Cover Image: Carrier to hide data.one must use cover 

image such that there should be no suspension of 

message to be hidden. 

3) Stego Image: combination of both cover image and 

message to be hidden is called as stego image, message 

is converted into binary digits and stored in cover image 

to form stego image [2].  

4) Stego Key: key by which one can embed data in a cover 

image and also extract a data from the stego image.  

5) Embedding Domain: Basically it defines in which 

domain one need to hide data, it can be a spatial domain 

technique and transformed domain technique[2] 

III. RELATED RESEARCH WORKS 

Basically it defines in which domain one need to hide data, it 

can be a spatial domain technique and transformed domain 

technique, in spatial domain technique pixel values are 

modified directly e.x.LSB (Least significant bit) technique[2] 

Generally least significant bits of an image are 

random noise and changing them does not change the 

perceptual quality of the images.LSB method can be 

classified as LSB replacement and LSB matching, where LSB 

Replacement replace the LSB of the pixels with the message 

to be sent while LSB Matching increment/decrement the 

pixels randomly with secret bit 

Hide data (300)10 in image 

(300)10 = (100 101 100)2 

Take 3 pixels, each having 3 values (R, G, B) 

Let for 1 pixel R=200, G=120 and B=54 

 
Other spatial domain techniques includes OPAP 

(Optical pixel adjustment procedure), SLSB (Selected LSB) 

and PVD (Pixel value difference) techniques 
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In Transformed domain techniques before 

embedding some mathematical transformed is applied to an 

image e.x.F5algorithm, JSteg, Outguess and SVD (singular 

value decomposition) techniques 

A. F5 

One of the algorithm that provides Higher capacity and also 

better security and different from all algorithm is 

F5.Generally F5 Algorithm increase and decreases value of 

DC Coefficient according to need rather than overwrite LSBs 

of DC Coefficient [4]. 

F5 uses per mutative straddling, sometimes 

embedded message does not require full capacity so that some 

part of a image remains unchanged known as continuous 

embedding problem as shown here 

 
Fig. 1: Continuous embedding problem 

So some part of image is used and some part of 

image remains as it is hence one can detect change in intensity 

is more at particular region and less at other region hence Per 

mutative straddling is being used that scattering the secret 

message over the whole carrier medium  

                                
                            Fig. 2: Permutative straddling 

F5Algorithm hides the Data (text, image, and video) 

inside cover image.F5 Hides data at the Edges of an cover 

image such that one cannot distinguished between original 

cover image and stego image (data to be hidden + original 

cover image). 

The F5 algorithm embeds the message into 

randomly chosen Discrete Courier Transform (DCT) 

coefficients [4]. 

Aim of F5 Algorithm is that one cannot even sense 

that data/message can be hidden inside cover image 

B. PVD 

PVD is spatial domain technique it’s important to identifies 

edge area and smooth area because depending on them one 

should define number of bits to hide, Since Human visual 

system, can easily identifies change in smooth area compared 

to edge area. This may due to the intensity variation in smooth 

area is very less compared to edge area where there will be 

sudden change so difference between pixel value is high.PVD 

algorithm has higher PSNR and Smaller MSE compared to 

F5 and many algorithm which means using PVD algorithm 

we can achieve better quality of image since we add data into 

pixels and at a same time processing time is higher compared 

to F5 Algorithm. Difference between two consecutive pixels 

is calculated and then replace particular value with new 

difference value depends on width range [3] 

1) PVD Procedure 

1) Select proper cover image and divide entire image into 

block of two consecutive pixel  

2) Assume difference of pixel having gray value between -

255 to +255. 

3) Quantization of difference value since positive value 

only accepted hence gray value must be from 0 to 255.  

4) Gray value between 0 to 255, embed bits directly and 

produce stego image [5]. 

5) Gray value not between 0 to 255, some bits are taken 

from secret message according to range between -255 to 

+255. 

6) Change the gray value difference with new gray value 

difference which is based on bit values to be embedded 

and lower bound of range -255 to +255. 

7) Inverse function is performed on gray value difference 

using new gray value difference 

8) Embed bit directly to produce stego image [7] 

IV. PROPOSED EVALUATION PARAMETERS 

How effective the algorithm is, which means quality of image 

that has been transmitted and received cab be determined by 

MSE (mean squared error) and PSNR (peak signal to noise 

ratio) 

A. MSE     

Image compression quality can be compared by two error 

metrics PSNR and MSE 

The MSE represents the cumulative squared error 

between the compressed and the original image, whereas 

PSNR represents a measure of the peak error.  The lower the 

value of MSE, the lower the error [6].  

MSE =
1

𝑀𝑁
∑ ∑ (𝑋𝑖,𝑗 − 𝑌𝑖,𝑗)

2𝑁
𝑗=1

𝑀
𝑖=1 (1) 

Where total number of pixel in horizontal and 

vertical dimension of image defined by M and N. Xi, j 

represents the pixels in the original image and Yi, j, 

represents the pixels of the stego image   

B. PSNR 

Once MSE Calculated from above equation one can calculate 

PSNR from following equation since it’s reciprocal to each 

other. Higher Mean squared error defines that image quality 

is poor that results into small value of PSNR and vice versa, 

computes the PSNR using the following equation [6]:   

PSNR = 10Log10 (
Imax
2

MSE
) dB(2) 

Where Imax is the intensity value of each pixel which 

is equal to 255 for 8 bit gray scale images. 
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V. ALGORITHMS 

 
Fig. 3: F5 Algorithms 

 
Fig. 4: PVD Algorithm 

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

A. F5 Algorithm 

 
Fig. 5: Cover image 

At First Cover image is converted to Black-White image and 

then to smooth BW image, Morphological operation 

(Dilation) is done 

 
Fig. 6: Cover image     Fig. 7: BW image 

 
Fig. 8: Morphological Operation(Dilation) 

Next Step is to detect edges in image into which 

data/message can be hide 

 
Fig. 9: Edge Detection 
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In Fig. Edges is detected, so now next step is to hide 

data (Which will be in binary digits, as converted to ASCII 

and Then to Binary) so after adding data into edges of image, 

ideally one should not distinguished between two images. 

                             
Fig. 10: Stego Image 

In Fig6.Stego image is shown, which is combination 

of both cover image and Message 

Process of Recovering back Cover image at Receiver side 

 
Fig. 11: Stego image           Fig. 12: BW image after Dilation 

 
Fig. 13: Recovered image 

Quality of Original image and recovered image 

(stego image) is compared by MSE and PSNR Parameters 

 
Fig. 14: PSNR and MSE for F5 Algorithm 

B. PVD Algorithm  

 
Fig. 15: Original Image 

 
Fig. 16: Grey scale Image 

 
Fig. 17: Zigzag Image 

 
Fig. 18: Transposed Zigzag image 

 
Fig. 19: Edge BW Zigzag Stego image 
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Fig. 20: Edge BW Stego image 

 
Fig. 18: Colour Stego image 

Fig. 19: shows Colour stego image, which represents both 

data along with cover image 

Quality of Original image and recovered 

image(stego image) is compared by MSE and PSNR 

Parameters 

 
Fig. 20: PSNR and MSE for PVD Algorithm 

VII. PARAMETER BASED EVALUATION 

Experiment is done on four images which shown here, which 

shows PSNR and MSE value for both F5 and PVD Algorithm 

 
Fig. 21: Samir Fig. 22:Lena Color    

 
   Fig. 23: Cameraman    Fig. 24:Bullet 

  F5 Algorithm  

Image Id Image Name PSNR MSE 

1 Samir 61.22 0.0491 

2 Lena Color 57.75 0.1090 

3 Cameraman 59.06 0.0807 

4 Bullet 57.98 0.1035 

Table 1: 

  PVD Algorithm  

Image Id Image Name PSNR MSE 

1 Samir 86.55 0.02632 

2 Lena Color 81.24 0.08943 

3 Cameraman 72.91 0.00330 

4 Bullet 80.98 0.09485 

Table 2: 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents a stenographic algorithms (F5 and PVD) 

based on binary image, the algorithm pretreatment the cover 

image by mathematical morphology and Image Partition and 

identifying, get the real cover that used to embedding 

information, then embed the secret information by F5 

algorithm. PVD algorithm utilize the reminder of the two 

consecutive pixels to record the information of the secret data 

which gains more flexibility, capability of deriving the optical 

reminder of the two pixels at the least distortion. Experiment 

results also shows that PSNR is much higher for PVD, which 

shows better Image Quality Compared to F5 Algorithm, 

which has Lower PSNR Value, since in PVD data is hidden 

into block of pixel it gives better image Quality 
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